Target Audience:

This tutorial is targeted primarily at application developers, computer/computational scientists, and graduate students interested in performance optimization issues and/or compilers for high-performance computing on general-purpose multicores and GPUs. Knowledge of C programming will be assumed; basic knowledge of processor architectures will be assumed; no prior parallel programming experience or familiarity with source-to-source transformations will be assumed.

Brief Description:

On-chip parallelism with multiple cores is now ubiquitous. Because of power and cooling constraints, recent performance improvements in both general-purpose and special-purpose processors have come primarily from increased on-chip parallelism from multiple cores rather than increased clock rates. Parallelism is therefore of considerable interest to a much broader group than developers of parallel applications for high-end supercomputers. Several programming environments have recently emerged in response to the need to develop applications for graphics processing units (GPUs) and multicore processors. This tutorial will address the following topics:
* What are the currently available programming models and API's for explicit parallel programming of multi-core CPUs and GPUs?

* What are the fundamental issues in achieving a significant fraction of peak performance with multicore CPUs and GPUs?

* What are some of the current efforts at providing more convenient high-level frameworks for programming GPUs? What are the compiler optimization challenges that these frameworks address?

TUTORIAL OUTLINE:

The format will consists of lectures and demos (demos if full-day). We can do either a half-day version or a full-day version, by essentially going over the same topics listed below but adjusting the depth of coverage.

1. Introduction
   - Multicore architectures and accelerators
   - Issues in performance and energy
   - GPUs
   - Explicitly managed memories
   - Programming Models:
     * Multi-threaded SIMT
     * Short-vector SIMD
     * Higher level models

2. GPU architectures and programming
   - GPU architectures
   - General-purpose computation on GPUs
   - Programming models and idioms
   - GPU programming models/environments:
     * OpenCL
     * CUDA
     * Directive-based programming
     * PGI Accelerator
     * CAPS/HMPP
     * OpenACC
     * Code examples on GPUs
     * Examples of CPU vs. GPU performance

3. Compiler optimizations and tuning for multicore
   - Brief review of data dependences, transformations
   - Polyhedral models, tiling, parametric tiling
   - Discussion of Pluto compiler for multicores
   - Locality and parallelism optimizations
- SIMDization
- Compiler-driven tuning

4. Compiler optimizations and tuning for GPUs
   - Performance characterization
   - Optimizing memory accesses
   - Multi-level parallelism exploitation
   - Performance models and empirical search
   - Compiler-driven tuning
   - Software managed memory hierarchies
   - Compilation strategies for GPUs in
     * Pluto (0.6.2 for GPUs)
     * R-Stream
     * Par4All
     * PGI Accelerator
   - Examples of application optimization
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